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Recent events have made us all aware that
we live in increasingly uncertain times. Making
predictions about tomorrow is hard enough,
while long-term planning is almost impossible.
At Mentor, we’re here to help you run your
business, and support you in the vital areas
of employment law and HR, environmental
management and health and safety. Here
there are always important developments
that business owners benefit from being
kept up to date on.
As a former entrepreneur myself, I am very
aware how hard it is to keep up with the
continual swirl of legislative change. I also
recognise how tough it can be to make time
to deal with small issues before they turn into
problems. In this issue of Mentor, there are
many examples of how Mentor consultants
have helped businesses prevent trouble, while
adding value to companies and their employees.
This will be vital as the UK prepares to leave
the EU. Our legal landscape is about to undergo
the most dramatic change for a generation and
it will be fascinating to watch how employment,
health and safety and environmental legislation
changes in the coming years.
Elsewhere in this issue, we look at topics
ranging from new rules on cleaner cars, to how
employers are coping with the rising cost of
employment. As always, we also profile some
of the wonderfully diverse businesses we help
and support every day. Businesses such as
Glasgow Film Theatre, an amazing cinema we
help deliver life-changing moments through its
innovative community outreach programmes.
Gerald Ancia
Head of Mentor

There is a charge for Mentor’s services.
CONTACT MENTOR NOW
New to Mentor? 0800 970 9814
Minicom 0800 634 7008
Calls may be recorded

ARE YOU PROTECTED?
Mentor can help you with your
risk and compliance needs today.
rbsmentor.co.uk
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

The National Living Wage goes up to £7.50 an hour from April 2017

REMINDER: OLD
PAPER £5 NOTES WILL
ALSO CEASE TO BE
LEGAL TENDER AS OF
FRIDAY 5 MAY

3
WAGES

7.50

The new
12-sided £1 coin
is due to enter
circulation on
28 March. Old
and new coins
will co-exist until
mid-October,
after which the
older version will
cease to be legal
tender. This is an
urgent reminder
to any smaller
businesses
with reserves
(however big
or small) of old
"round pounds"
to trade them in
with the bank.
And don’t forget
to check between
your sofa
cushions and in
children’s piggy
banks either.

Help drive your business forward by giving
yourself and your staff that extra bit of training and
knowledge. Mentor has a huge number of courses
available both online and in person, externally
and internally. Our eLearning programme offers
engaging and informative courses with instant
reports and training records, while external courses
are held up and down the country.

40
Mentor customer Chariot
Office Supplies in Manchester
turns 40 this year.

SEE PAGE 26 FOR CHARIOT'S CASE STUDY

10 to watch
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

621,000
workers reported a
non-fatal injury

workers suffer from a work-related illness, whether new or long-standing.

1
NEW MONEY
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152,000

Mentor’s spring
series of free
monthly webinars:

22

led to 7+ days’
MARCH
absence Managing
Employee
Absence gets the ball
rolling on 22 March,
discussing how it can help
you keep your business
running smoothly in a timely
and effective manner.

4.5m
working days were
lost due to non-fatal
workplace injuries

144

workers were killed as
a result of a workplace
injury in 2015/16

25
APRIL
The next seminar,
Flexible Working –
Making It Work For Your
Business, takes place on
25 April and examines the
ins and outs of workers’
rights and how to deal
with employee requests.

23
MAY
23 May brings Changing
Employee Terms and
Conditions, which
highlights the potential
pitfalls in making any
necessary changes as
your business inevitably
changes and adapts.

Want to discuss any of these topics? Call 0800 970 9814 Minicom 0800 634 7008 or visit rbsmentor.co.uk
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BOOST

7
BOOSTING GROWTH

Boost is a free RBS programme aimed at driving small business growth (up to £2m turnover). It helps
to establish connections between businesses, offering access to relevant experts and resources.
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8
ISO 14001:2015

On page 28 we speak
to JET Plant Hire, one
of the first companies
in the country to
complete the new and
revised environmental
management standard.

9
APPRENTICESHIP
LEVY

From 6 April, employers with an annual pay bill of
more than £3m (or which are connected to other
companies or charities for Employment Allowance
that in total have an annual pay bill of more than
£3m) will have to pay an Apprenticeship Levy
charged at 0.5% of their annual pay bill. Employers
who aren’t connected to another company or charity
will have an allowance of £15,000 each year.
FIND OUT MORE: GOV.UK/GUIDANCE/PAY-APPRENTICESHIP-LEVY
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CLIMATE CHANGE

2˚c

The average level of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere
across the globe has
exceeded the symbolic
figure of 400 parts per
million (ppm). While crossing
the 400ppm threshold
doesn’t automatically result
in any instant devastating
consequences,
scientists have
frequently called for
CO2 concentrations to
be stabilised between
400 and 450ppm if
temperature rise is to be
kept below 2ºC.

Want to discuss any of these topics? Call 0800 970 9814 Minicom 0800 634 7008 or visit rbsmentor.co.uk
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Gerald Ancia, head of
Mentor, explains how
in uncertain times the
service can act as a
powerful supporter of
business growth

Experts on
demand
How do you see the current
business environment?

Things are difficult to predict
at the moment. Many business
owners I speak to are finding
things difficult, especially
those with significant imports.
Most projections are that the
slowdown will carry on this
year. This will be the case until
we get some clarity on Brexit
and what future UK relations
with the EU look like.
What might a business need
from Mentor?

In this period of uncertainty,
businesses have to demand
better controls and cost
management, paying closer
scrutiny to the bottom line.
This is an area where Mentor
can help. We help owners
remove risk from a business.
Our customers know they
won’t be hit financially by an
unexpected event.
Has your business experience
shaped your approach?

As a former entrepreneur, the
key for me is that I’ve ‘been
CALL AN EXPERT
Find out what Mentor could do for you by
calling 0800 970 9814 Minicom 0800 634
7008 or visiting rbsmentor.co.uk

there and done it’. The main
concern is always getting the
next sale and enough cash
in the bank to pay the bills.
Business owners don’t want
to have to worry about health
and safety, employment law
or environmental standards.
But I know unexpected events
can have an impact and can
be extremely stressful.
Sometimes you might not
make the most rational
decisions. Having access to an
expert on demand is a great
feature. It takes away some
of the stress without having
to worry about a big bill that
might come from solicitors.
What is the most important thing
Mentor does?

Mentor is more than just a
regulatory compliance or
insurance protection company.
As the name suggests, we are
all about helping and coaching
businesses through the
growth cycle and being there
at various milestones as you
grow. At its core, Mentor offers
a service that helps businesses
in terms of compliance and
protection – stuff you have to
get right no matter what. But
Mentor is more than that. It’s
like having an HR or health

and safety manager on the
team. We offer expertise to
your senior team, helping
owners navigate a complex
environment that gets more
complex as a business grows.
What kind of companies does
Mentor help?

The sort of companies that
benefit from Mentor is not
really limited. Historically,
we have worked with SMEs,
but over time – partly as these
SMEs have grown – we have
provided services to larger
businesses. The nature of
the service we provide to
larger businesses is different.
They might want one part
of the service because they
have internal capabilities,
or we might provide training
to key staff.
One of the ways we measure
our success is how we’ve
helped businesses grow and
get to a stage where they
have the internal capabilities
to stand alone. The Mentor
service is there, available to
all, and it’s a question of
whether as a CEO you feel
you have the right level of
internal expertise or whether
you want to tap into an
external network like ours.

Glasgow Film Theatre
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Screen stars
A fixture on the city’s cultural scene for decades, Glasgow Film
Theatre recently completed an extensive refurbishment, during
which Mentor’s guidance proved invaluable, writes Blayne Pereira

I

t was early December and Glasgow
Film Theatre (GFT) was getting ready
to host its annual screenings of It’s a
Wonderful Life. But before the guardian
angel Clarence could set about earning
his wings by saving George Bailey, there
was quite literally a spanner in the works.
Indeed, the theatre might have been in
need of its own guardian angel.
The GFT undertook the second phase
of an extensive refurbishment project in
2016 and, though the work was meant to
have finished by mid-September, in an alltoo-familiar scenario things were delayed,
and senior front-of-house manager Angela
Freeman (pictured, left) and her team were
scuttling around a venue filled with tools
and workers rather than mulled wine.
Located just off the famous Sauchiehall
Street, the GFT has been a fixture in the
city’s cultural scene for several decades. It’s
an independent not-for-profit organisation
with a reputation for showing foreignlanguage and subtitled films. Founded in
1974, the theatre is located within an even
older premises: “We are housed on the
site of the original Cosmo cinema, which
opened in 1939 as the UK’s first purposebuilt art-house cinema outside of London,”
said Freeman. The GFT is also a customer
of Mentor’s, having signed up to the service
in spring last year, as Freeman explained.
“After looking extensively at companies
in our area, we opted for Mentor because
we are bank customers and we were quite
keen on furthering and strengthening our
ties,” she said. “We already had a good
working relationship on the financial side
and it felt like a natural progression. It was
also something the GFT needed. We were

“After looking extensively at
companies in our area, we opted
for Mentor because we are bank
customers and we were quite
keen on strengthening our ties”
at a pivotal point in our growth with the
next phase of the refurbishment about to
start and the guidance from Mentor proved
to be invaluable.”

W

ith various parties, including
Glasgow City Council, Creative
Scotland and Resilient Scotland,
contributing funding to the refurbishment
project, it was critical that no health and
safety problems should arise.
The theatre underwent its first phase
of renovations in 2013, which involved a
cafe bar being turned into a new cinema
for 60 people, enabling the GFT to show
considerably more films and to do more
work with young people. The organisation
also opened up a new box office alongside
a new front-door area.
Phase two of the redevelopment took
place in the rear foyer. It included the
construction of two new bars, new toilets
and, crucially, a new lift that allows for
full accessibility to the upper levels. “It’s
a B-listed building, so the work had to be
done quite carefully,” said Freeman.
The introduction of the lift will be
especially welcomed as the theatre aims
to provide an accessible environment
for everyone. Its Visible Cinema Club

Photography: Martin Hunter
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Mentor consultant
Steve Campbell with
Angela Freeman

“Steve, our health and safety
consultant, is fantastic; he listens
to all our issues and is always
available to answer even the
smallest of questions”
shows captioned films, and includes
an introduction before the film and
discussion after with British Sign Language
(BSL) interpretation. The GFT also runs
screenings for adults and children with
autism, learning disabilities and/or
difficulties in processing information. It is
also starting to organise dementia-friendly
events, having completed a period of
research and development in this area.

T

he construction delays may have
threatened to dampen the festive
spirit but, thankfully for Freeman
and her team, Mentor had been able
to provide frequent help in dealing with
a very fluid situation, namely that the
access to various passageways and
entrances changed on a weekly basis, and
staff – including many volunteers – needed
to be given full training each time on
evacuation procedures.
“We’ve had to bring in audiences
through different routes and so have
had to give everybody a walk-round and
health and safety briefings,” said Freeman,
who raised the critical issue of dealing
with construction projects that have
a direct impact on the general public.
“Steve Campbell, our health and safety
consultant, gave us easy-to-use checklists
to cover each time we had to change our
emergency and evacuation procedures,
and all staff have seen the fire risk
assessment materials.”
Freeman spoke confidently about how
her team at the GFT managed the health
and safety aspects prior to signing up for
Mentor, but equally welcomed its impact:
“We’ve always been quite on the ball but

11

VIEW FROM THE
CONSULTANT:
STEVE CAMPBELL
“My initial dealings with Glasgow Film Theatre
were to carry out the health and safety audit
and fire risk assessments across its existing
premises. The audit covered all the operations
from the three-screen cinema, including
a detailed look at the hardware and how
the theatre is laid out – from public access
to emergency escape procedures. Crowd
management is a key aspect when it comes
to auditing expanding or renovated premises.

it was good to have a fresh pair of eyes
looking around – especially in the back
areas; we’ve tended to be pretty good in
public areas.
“We’re based across two sites. The
offices are just around the corner from the
cinema and Steve’s original audit covered
both buildings. He examined absolutely
everything from the projection box and
roof void above the main part of the 1939
cinema layout to all the behind-the-scenes
staff-only areas.
“The online resources are very
user-friendly and intuitive to navigate, and
Steve is fantastic; he’s very patient
and wise and listens to all our queries
and issues. There’s no judging and he’s
always available to answer even the
smallest of questions.”

“The ongoing delays to the refurbishment
have obviously been a bit of a hassle but
Angela has been very good in managing
the situation. If she has had any concerns,
she would get in touch with me and we
have been able to solve any issues – most
of them have been about the new layouts
and fire exits.

S

he also credited Mentor with helping
her keep fully up to date with any
legal requirements: “Before, we
had to continually keep looking at various
websites to stay abreast of any changes to
relevant legislation, but even then it can be
very difficult to take a step back and look
at what’s happening in the world beyond
your organisation.”
Needless to say, the festive programme
eventually passed off successfully. After
that, the GFT turned its attention to hosting
the Glasgow Film Festival. Founded in
2005, the event has grown significantly
from its origins to become the UK’s third
biggest film festival, and was one of the
reasons for the renovations at the GFT. It
seems George Bailey wasn’t the only one
to get his prayers answered and to find a
guardian angel in the nick of time.

Cover story

FACT FILE
Opened in Glasgow in 1974, on the site of
the old Cosmo cinema
Home to the Glasgow Film Festival, the
third biggest film festival in the UK
Hosts programmes for people with autism,
Asperger syndrome and learning disabilities,
as well as a strand called Visible Cinema,
offering captioned films and BSL interpretation
for deaf and hard-of-hearing audiences
Take 2 Access, which offers screenings for
children with autism, runs alongside Take 2,
the GFT’s weekly free screenings for children
Part of the Europa Cinemas Network,
with a large proportion of screenings being
of foreign-language films
Many workers are volunteers, some having
been with the GFT for over 10 years

“One of our most recent discussions has
been about the health and safety of
constantly changing floor surfaces due to the
refurb. We’ve had to be very mobile in terms
of our arrangements, with passageways
changing from one week to the next, but
we’ve given Angela the confidence to go to
the principal contractor and firmly ask them
which areas of the theatre will be out of use
in a given period so that we can arrange the
appropriate escapes. This is a critical aspect
when dealing with renovations in a still-open
and busy building.
“Angela has always been pretty good with her
health and safety awareness; we’ve simply
given them a gentle push in the right direction
whenever the GFT has felt unsure on a
certain aspect.”
Steve Campbell is a senior health and safety
consultant at Mentor

...AND ACTION!
To create a bespoke H&S strategy, call
0800 970 9814 Minicom 0800 634 7008 or
visit rbsmentor.co.uk/Health_Safety
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Regulation

1970s
1973
UK joins the EEC (with Denmark and Ireland).

Where did that
rule come from?
As the UK prepares to trigger Article 50, Richard Cree
examines the history of the EU and considers how it
has influenced employment law, health and safety and
environmental regulation in the UK

L

ast year’s debate on whether the
UK should remain in or leave the EU
was characterised by claims about
the need to reduce business red tape. The
EU was presented as the source of much of
this regulatory strife. So how many of the
rules for business come from Europe?
The House of Commons Library has
estimated 13.2% of UK legislation enacted
between 1993 and 2004 was EU-related,
while 41 of 65 health and safety regulations
introduced between 1997 and 2009
originated in the EU. So the decision to
leave the EU will have a huge impact on
employment, environmental and health
and safety regulations.
The extent of any change will depend
on the deal agreed between the UK and
EU. The government has announced it will
introduce a Great Repeal Bill, which will
require a review of EU-related legislation
and analysis of laws that might be
transposed by the bill.

So how did we get here? At the end of
the second world war in 1945, the desire
to build some economic foundations to
support a fragile peace was considerable.
This led to the 1951 Treaty of Paris, with
Germany, Belgium, France, Holland, Italy
and Luxembourg forming the European
Coal and Steel Community (ECSC).
This laid many foundations for today’s
EU, with a Council of Ministers, a Common
Assembly, a High Authority and a Court of
Justice. The 1957 Treaty of Rome created the
European Economic Community (EEC), then
known as the common market. This meant
no tariffs or impediments to labour and goods
between members and aimed to promote
growth and avoid pre-war protectionism.
In 1962 the Common Assembly became
the European Parliament, while the 1965
Brussels Treaty merged commissions to
create a joint and permanent civil service. By
1970, trade within the common market had
grown fivefold.

1975
Equal Pay Directive: while the UK’s
1970 Equal Pay Act predated this directive,
this added the idea of equal pay for work of
equal value. The right to equal pay for equal
work is now a fundamental EU right enshrined
in Article 157 of the EU Treaty.
1975
Collective Redundancies Directive
(updated 1998)

1976
Dangerous Substances Directive covers
pollution caused by dangerous substances
discharged into the aquatic environment.

1979
Launch of the Exchange
Rate Mechanism (ERM).

1977
Acquired Rights Directive (updated as the
2001 Transfer of Undertakings Directive): this
refers to the right for employees to have their
conditions protected in the event their contract
is outsourced or a business is sold.

1980s
1981
Greece joins the EU.
1986
Portugal and Spain join.

1989
Health & Safety Framework Directive: this is
the main element of EU legislation establishing
broad obligations for employers to evaluate,
avoid and reduce workplace risks. A range
of related directives have been implemented
through national regulations that cover the
management of specific workplace risks,
including musculoskeletal disorders, noise, and
work at height or with machinery. Another set
of directives cover the protection of specific
groups of workers, such as expectant mothers,
young people and temporary workers. Other
regulations address areas such as construction
work, asbestos, chemicals and offshore work. A
2015 European Commission review of the main
directives on health and safety concluded that
the EU framework has few overlaps.

13
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1990s

2010s

1991
Written Statement Directive
Urban Waste Water Directive

2010
Equality Act
Industrial Emissions Directive

1993
The Working Time Directive
1995
Austria, Finland and Sweden join.
The Data Protection Directive

1997
Treaty of Amsterdam
Burden of Proof Directive
1999
Landfill Directive
Creation of the single currency.

1996
Posted Workers Directive
Integrated Pollution Prevention and
Control Directive (updated in 2008)
1998
The Working Time Directive enters UK law, introducing
the right to four weeks’ paid holiday and establishing a
maximum working week. Although the UK has retained
an opt-out, it has been effective at limiting working hours
across the continent.
European Central Bank established.

2000s
2000
The Water Framework Directive establishes a
framework for action in the field of water policy.
Race Directive
Equal Treatment Directive
2002
Fixed Term Employee Regulations (updated 2008)
2004
Czech Republic, Cyprus, Estonia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, the
Slovak Republic and Slovenia join.
2006
Transfer of Undertakings
(Protection of Employment) Regulations
2008
Waste Framework Directive
2009
Birds Directive

2001
Large Combustion Plants Directive
is introduced to limit the emissions of
certain pollutants into the air from large
combustion plants.
2005
Some member states hold referendums
on a proposed European Constitution,
an idea subsequently rejected.
2007
Lisbon Treaty: following the 2005 referenda, the
Lisbon Treaty sees the TEC renamed as the Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).
The Lisbon reforms result in the merging of the
three pillars into the reformed European Union.
Floods Directive
Bulgaria and Romania join.

2013
Croatia joins the EU.
Parental Leave Directive
implemented in the UK.

15

COMMENT
2011
Environmental Impact
Assessment Directive on
measuring the effects of certain
public and private projects on
the environment.
Agency Workers Regulations

1992
Maastricht Treaty: also known as the Treaty on European
Union (TEU), this marks a major shift in the EU, with
a deliberate move to a more political union. The EU
replaces the EEC, creating the ‘three pillars’ of the EU,
the European Communities (EC) and common foreign and
security policy as well as police and judicial cooperation.
The EEC Treaty is renamed as the Treaty establishing the
European Community (TEC).
Black Wednesday sees sterling forced out of the ERM.
EU Pregnant Workers Directive (health & safety)

Regulation

2012
Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Directive

2014
Public Procurement Directive
2016
The UK votes to leave the EU.

2017
Triggering of Article 50
and the Great Repeal Bill shifts
some EU laws into UK law.

The government has confirmed that a
Great Repeal Bill will repeal the European
Communities Act 1972 (the ECA) and
incorporate EU law into domestic law,
wherever practical. It has also indicated
that changes within the Bill would take
effect on “Brexit Day”, the day the UK
officially leaves the EU.
The government has also stated that
the bill will contain powers to enable it
to adapt any laws on the statute book
that originate from the EU so as to fit the
new UK-EU relationship. This may require
major chunks of the UK statute to be
assessed to determine the laws that will
still function after Brexit Day.

Frances O’Grady, general secretary, TUC
“The overall contribution of EU employment
rights to the UK workforce is substantial.
The gains UK workers have achieved as a result
of membership of the EU include improved
access to paid holidays, better health and safety
provision, rights to unpaid parental leave, rights
to time off work for urgent family reasons, equal
treatment rights for part-time, fixed-term and
agency workers, rights for outsourced workers,
information and consultation and significant
health and safety protection.”
Rachel Suff, public policy adviser
(employment relations), CIPD
“Any analysis of what the future holds for
EU-derived employment law is based on
speculation, and reliable commentary will
have to wait until we see what appears on the
negotiating table. Any changes to workplace
rights will depend on the shape of the
relationship the UK negotiates with the EU.”

MENTOR
COMMENT
Nick Soret, head of employment law and
HR consultancy, Mentor
“Employment and H&S legislation is a mixture
of law derived from the UK and that made
under EU directives. The UK also complies with
European Court of Justice (ECJ) rulings on the
interpretation of EU legislation, which creates
case law. February’s White Paper suggested
the government plans to retain employment
legislation via the Great Repeal Bill. Until we
agree a deal, all existing EU-derived regulation
will apply and will be subject to ECJ adjudication.
Whatever the new EU-UK relationship looks like,
the task of decoupling regulation from EU laws
could take 10 years. Looking at how complicated
the employment law picture is, it’s not hard to
see why this might be the case.”
ARE YOU READY FOR BREXIT?
To stay up to date with any changes in
legislation, call 0800 970 9814 Minicom 0800
634 7008 or visit rbsmentor.co.uk
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Customer Q&A

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
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Customer Q&A

EMPLOYMENT LAW

HEALTH AND
SAFETY

Do I need an
environmental permit and
how is that different from
an exemption?

What are my main responsibilities under health
and safety legislation?
You are responsible for the health and safety of
everyone affected by your business. This includes
employees, other people working in or visiting your
premises, people affected outside your premises
(for example by emissions) and anyone affected by
products or services you design, produce or supply.
There’s no longer a requirement to register
with your local authority or the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE), but you may need to register or
obtain a licence to operate under certain regulations.
General requirements include having a health and
safety policy, carrying out a risk assessment, making
suitable arrangements for employee welfare, and
taking out employers’ liability insurance. Specific
regulations cover areas such as managing dangerous
equipment or hazardous substances, and dealing
with accidents and emergencies.

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Photography: Getty Images

Environmental permits
are required for certain
activities with the potential
to have a significant impact
on the environment. You
are breaking the law if you
operate without a permit
when you should have one.
Broadly speaking, you may
need an environmental
permit if you perform an
activity that could pollute the
air, water or land, increase
flood risk or adversely
affect land drainage. Some
examples of businesses that
may be affected include
chemical manufacturers,
food factories, dry cleaners,
petrol stations, landfill sites
and waste incineration
plants, while any activities
that involve solvent emissions
will also require a permit.
Exemptions apply to
specific activities with
detailed limitations on the
types and volumes of waste
that can be dealt with.
Exemptions only exist for
waste-handling activities
that the regulators consider
either very common and/or
very low environmental risk.
You’re effectively registering
as exempt from needing a
full permit; that’s where the
terminology comes from.
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What are the legalities
of employing an intern?
Internships are becoming more common, particularly
in certain sectors of the economy, such as media and
marketing. But there is a thin line between giving a
young person some experience of the workplace and
using interns as a form of cheap labour.
This can result in reputational damage to the business as well as claims for
pay. You will have to pay an intern at least the National Minimum Wage if
he or she does any work for your business. Work shadowing is OK, but if
the intern is doing something you would normally ask an employee to do,
it probably counts as work. Also, keep placements short term, to avoid the
risk that the intern could claim employee status.

What can I do about
an employee posting
comments on her social
media accounts that show
my business in a bad light?
Social media use by
employees is a challenge
for employers to get to grips
with. Comments that would
remain private if they were
made verbally between
friends now have a degree
of permanence and can be
seen by a bigger audience,
including an employer.
In certain circumstances,
employers can take
disciplinary action against
employees for any harmful
or inappropriate comments
they post on social media
sites. But it’s best to remind
employees about the
boundaries of acceptable
behaviour before things get
this far by putting a social
media policy in place and
making sure everyone
knows about it.

HEALTH AND
SAFETY

What is portable appliance testing and do I have
to have appliances tested every year by law?

If you have
questions like these,
get in touch: 0800
970 9814 Minicom
0800 634 7008

Portable appliance testing (PAT) is the term used to
describe the examination of electrical appliances
and equipment to ensure they are safe to use. Most
electrical safety defects can be found by visual
examination, while some can only be found by
testing. But it’s important to understand that visual
examination is an essential part of the process, as
some electrical safety defects can’t be detected by
testing alone. A relatively brief user check can be a
useful part of an electrical maintenance regime.
More formal visual inspection and testing by
a competent person may also be required at
appropriate intervals, depending on the type of
equipment and the environment in which it is used.
The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 require
any electrical equipment that has the potential to
cause injury to be maintained in a safe condition.
But the regulations don’t specify what needs to
be done, by whom or how frequently. They don’t
make inspection or testing of electrical appliances
a legal requirement and nor do they make it a legal
requirement to undertake this annually.
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It’s almost impossible
to do business
without taking some
risk; the key is to
decide which risks to
accept and work out
how best to mitigate
against them.

will prevent growth and limit
your opportunities. The key is to
decide which risks to accept,
and, having accepted them, to
agree on the best ways to
mitigate against them.

R

isk is a vital and inherent
part of life and an
accepted aspect of most,
if not all, business activity. But
as the business environment
gets more complex, with new
hazards surfacing all the time,
knowing what counts as an
acceptable degree of risk is
one of the most fundamental
aspects of good business
decision-making. So what are
the essential steps to effective
risk management?

1

Accept

It’s almost impossible to
do business without taking some
risk. Indeed, many would argue
that the rewards generated by a
business are the rewards for that
risk-taking. Total risk aversion

2

Recognise

In order to make sense
of the risks a company faces,
it’s essential to get business
owners and senior managers to
recognise the importance of risk
management and measurement.
Senior-level recognition of this
as a vital issue helps to create a
culture of awareness throughout
the whole organisation. This in
turn nurtures a set of values that
ensure the correct checks and
balances are in place so that all
staff are aware of the part they
have to play in building a safe
and successful business. Keeping
all staff – from the boardroom
to the shop floor – informed
of the need to be vigilant goes
towards building the most
effective protection.

3

Identify

Getting senior staff
thinking about key risks creates a
detailed and accurate picture of
the actual and potential liabilities
facing a business. While there’s

rbsmentor.co.uk

“Keeping all staff
informed of the need to
be vigilant goes towards
building the most
effective protection”
no need to scare employees,
it’s important that any risk
register represents a full and
frank assessment of threats to
the business and its employees.
These risks range from overreliance on a single customer to
the impact of industrial action
or the increasingly likely event
of a cyber attack. While all
businesses are different, there
are similarities and patterns
according to sector, geography
and business size. Online
platform MentorLive offers
customers access to an online
risk register that you can adapt
to reflect your current market
situation. As well as identifying
key risks, the register should
categorise them according to
likelihood and impact. Anything
with a high probability of
occurring or the potential to
have a significant impact should
always be given priority.

Seven steps
to better risk management

4

Assign ownership

Having identified most,
if not all, of the potential risks
facing your business (as well as
the probability and impact of
each), assign responsibility and
ownership for monitoring them.
Depending on the seriousness
of any potential fallout, this
might amount to quarterly or
annual reporting from a trusted
but relatively junior source, or it
might demand a weekly update
from a senior director. Allocate
responsibilities according to the
seriousness of the threat and the
likely impact on the business.

5

Report incidents

Deciding which incidents
(or near misses) merit
reporting is a matter of
balancing the need for
information with the possibility
of reporting for the sake of
it. While you want to capture
all potentially useful details,
this can sometimes lead to
information overload. Besides
capturing any incidents or
relevant activity – however
minor they may appear – think
also about capturing near
misses. They can indicate a
build-up of potential future
threats. While these events
present no risk to the business
in isolation, the combined total
of them might have an adverse
effect in future – therefore, they
need to be captured.

MENTORLIVE’S
RISK SUPPORT
The MentorLive online risk register
helps business owners manage
the risk-assessment process,
providing helpful examples from
across a range of sectors, along
with guidance notes that take
owners step by step through
their obligations. It also helps
business owners complete
technically demanding risk
assessments, such as noise
risk assessment.
Mentor consultant Darren Heather
explains: “A good understanding
of the risks facing a business is
becoming more important as the
operating environment becomes
increasingly complex. Good risk
management is undervalued by
many businesses. In the area of
health and safety, for example, a
clear risk management plan can
help with CHAS accreditation and
other similar standards.”

MentorLive

6

Monitor and measure

7

Improve

Having a reliable record
of all potential risk factors
and any negative events is
only useful if that information
is used by the business. This
information needs to be actively
checked against the risk register,
so that the risk-management
process becomes embedded in
the business and is at the heart
of all operations. It is also the
best way to track trends and
spot potential patterns in the
market. This may help
identify dangers before they
get too serious.
While there’s considerable
merit in doing all of the above
just to keep up to date with the
risks you’re facing, this process
is most valuable if it’s used as
a basis for continuous learning
across all areas of a business.
Improvements large or small to
operating models and business
plans can be informed by
continually monitoring risks and
improving processes to make
sure such risks are minimised.
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Apprentice

Employer

Personnel
affairs
With a raft of new employment legislation
on the way, staffing costs are set to soar,
creating a challenge for many businesses,
as Alison Coleman discovers

S

ignificant changes to employment
legislation have taken their toll on
businesses, not least in the area of
staffing costs. Those that have had the
biggest financial impact include pension
auto-enrolment,
real-time
information
on PAYE submissions, the National Living
Wage and the tax credit system. As the
costs continue to rise and become
increasingly complex, employers are
looking for the best ways to minimise the
impact on their business.
The National Living Wage (NLW),
introduced last year, had noble intentions
but resulted in many employers changing
terms and conditions in order to cope with
the financial burden.
“Several employers made headlines by
cutting back on hours and overtime rates,
and removing paid breaks and perks such as
free meals in order to absorb the increased
cost of the NLW,” explains Max Craft,
partner and head of employment, pensions
and immigration at law firm Blake Morgan.

Receiving
in-work
benefits

Migrant
worker

“It falls to the employer to
find out what really motivates
and engages staff. It may not
just be about pay – people
are increasingly valuing nonfinancial incentives, such as
flexible hours”

Employer
“Although this made sense commercially, it
was a kick in the teeth to employee relations
and staff morale at a time when the NLW
was supposed to improve the position of the
lowest paid.”
Changing terms and conditions relating
to pay must be approached very carefully. It
can be done successfully, but the risk is staff
won’t agree to the changes and the employer
ends up dismissing and re-engaging staff on
new terms, which could lead to employment
tribunal (ET) claims.
INCREASED CONTRIBUTIONS

Selfemployed
NLW
earner

Employment law & HR

Another big staffing cost has emerged
from contributions under the pensions
auto-enrolment scheme, both as a result of
increased pay under the NLW and as the
rate of employer pension contributions
slowly rises.
Craft says: “Compulsory employer
contributions, currently at 1%, will rise to
2% from April 2018 and then 3% from April
2019. There may eventually be a slight set-off
to these increased costs through a revised
threshold of who must be auto-enrolled, but
that is likely to have minimal impact.”
Lucy Coombs, employment law and HR
consultant at Mentor, agrees that pensions
and NLW legislation have presented some of
the costliest challenges for employers, who
face significant financial penalties if they get
their sums wrong.
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LEGISLATION LOWDOWN
She says: “A number of hotels, for example,
have paid the price for inadvertently
missing people’s birthdays, who then
didn’t receive the NLW within the correct
pay period. HMRC then imposes a fine.
These businesses genuinely believe they are
doing everything correctly; however, errors
can creep in occasionally. When the issue
comes to light, the sums involved are almost
negligible. In one case, it was less than £100
for each individual worker, yet their fine was
over £1,000.”
EMPLOYEES OR WORKERS?

HR
director

When weighing up these and other
staffing costs, such as employers’ National
Insurance contributions, some employers
may consider – as Uber and other so-called
gig economy businesses have – classifying
individuals as self-employed rather than
employed, provided their business model
supports such a change. However, as the
successful employment tribunal cases
brought by Uber drivers – and more recently,
a CitySprint courier – have shown, this will
never be straightforward.
“HMRC and employment tribunals can
and sometimes do take a different view from
each other as to whether or not a person
is ‘self-employed’,” says Craft. “Secondly,
employment tribunals are required to look
behind the words of a contract to the reality
of how the business is conducted and the
key issue of control.
Furthermore, even someone classed as
a ‘worker’, although they will have fewer
rights than an employee, will still have
the right to paid holiday, the National
Minimum Wage, rest breaks and limits
on working time. They may also have to
be automatically enrolled [in a pension

scheme]. With the public and government
spotlight currently focused on such
arrangements, now might not be the best
time to test your business model.”

is when they spend time in the workplace –
has been a great way to find inexpensive yet
amazing talent for your business.”
Other steps companies can take to tackle
the problem of spiralling staffing costs is
to consider partnering with an outsourced
HR company, one that specialises in
providing assistance to businesses. Their
services can be invaluable in finding
documents, offering advice and, crucially,
helping businesses from a compliance
perspective. Many employers have found
they offer value for money and a strong
return on their investment.

IN THE HIRING LINE

This will be an interesting year for firms
looking to expand, as the war for talent
continues to rage, forcing many employers
to pay a salary higher than they would
ideally have liked to offer.
Robert Hicks, group HR director at
employee engagement company Reward
Gateway, says: “This, coupled with the
additional employment costs, creates
a challenging environment for some
employers, made all the more challenging
when you consider the minimum and living
wage components that face those who hire
staff with salaries around this level.”
The first step in dealing with the rising
employment costs, he points out, is to get the
planning right. Ensure that hiring is at the
right rate and salaries are benchmarked at
the correct levels depending on experience.
Employers could also be more innovative
in the way they go about recruiting. Hicks
says: “In the past year I’ve found that
hiring employees on university placements
– generally those in their third year, which

NON-FINANCIAL INCENTIVES

If businesses are to keep pace with the
rising costs of employing staff, they must be
flexible and able to adapt quickly. However,
they also need to be aware of the impact
that the increasing costs can have on the
employees themselves.
Mentor’s Coombs adds: “We are seeing
individuals who feel that more is expected
of them from an organisation that has
fewer resources. As companies are forced
to tighten their belts, and in some cases
make cuts, it falls to the employer to find out
what staff want, and what really motivates
and engages them. It may not just be about
pay – people are increasingly valuing nonfinancial incentives, such as flexible hours
and remote working. These can incur costs
for the company to implement but will
deliver a higher return in the longer term.”

Part-time
worker

Photography: Alamy, Getty Images
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1. National Minimum Wage (NMW)
2017 will see alignment of the NMW cycle, with increases
for all age groups taking place annually in April instead of
October. The alignment will mean an increase on 1 April
2017 for workers on top of the October 2016 increase.
2. Apprenticeship levy
From 6 April 2017, this will be paid by employers with a
payroll of more than £3m and charged at a rate of 0.5%
of their annual pay bill.
3. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
This new legislation comes into force in May 2018, although
UK employers will need to start preparing for it now. A
new enforcement system will also be created, with higher
maximum penalties than under the current Data Protection
Act. Organisations that fail to comply by May 2018 risk
fines of up to €20m (£17.4m), or 4% of annual worldwide
turnover, whichever is higher.
4. Immigration skills charge
From April 2017 employers who sponsor a migrant worker
for a Tier 2 visa will be required to pay an ‘immigration
skills charge’ of £1,000 per employee, per year. A reduced
rate of £364 will apply to small businesses and charities.

FOCUS ON PRODUCTIVITY
Because cost increases have largely been driven by
legislation, there is little businesses can do about that
particular aspect of the challenge, so they must look
elsewhere in the business to relieve cost pressures
At Instantprint, one of the UK’s largest online printing
businesses, the focus is on tight performance management,
continued investment in equipment and increased training
for all the teams.
Marketing director James Kinsella says: “We would never
consider moving production outside the UK, so there is
always pressure to ensure the team are as productive as
possible. We’re a very data-focused business; operators are
tracked hour by hour on productivity, and team leaders
coach those who fall below expected levels.
“Implementing this performance management made it clear
that some operators were significantly more productive
than others. In many instances, they were using slightly
different working practices, so where possible, these have
been incorporated into our standard operating procedures
and the entire team has been trained on them.”
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What’s happening?

The big news from the Autumn Statement
was that salary-sacrifice tax perks will be axed
on a range of employee benefits including
company cars – unless they are ultra-low
emission vehicles (ULEVs). Further benefits
for ULEVs are set to apply from 2020 – but
only if they can cover respectable distances
on battery-only power. The new bands will
encourage the development and use of allelectric vehicles and hybrids with a much
greater mileage range.

Why should businesses consider ULEVs?

The current rules penalise users of true
electric cars, which have zero emissions
in use, by taxing zero emissions in the
same way as 50g/km emissions. So there
is no tax incentive to order a zero-emission
electric vehicle because a petrol-engine
hybrid vehicle that just squeaks under the
50g/km band is taxed exactly the same. In
many cases, these hybrids can travel less
than 30 miles on battery power alone, so
the bulk of their daily mileage is done under
petrol power. Furthermore, those CO2 figures
are based on standardised assessments that
often, or almost always, don’t reflect realworld driving conditions.
The government recognises that the
current system has not met its objective of
encouraging lower CO2 emissions in company
cars, but a flaw has been that most of the
cars with emissions under 50g/km are in
fact hybrids – and real-world driving cycles
[data points that assess the performance of a
vehicle] are probably not delivering the cuts
in CO2 that the official figures suggest.

What are the changes for 2020?

The new rules will give the most preferential
tax treatment to cars that are either
all-electric, which qualify for 2% tax, or are
capable of doing significant mileage under
battery power. Cars that can do over 130
miles under battery power will qualify for
a 2% tax rate; while cars that can do less
than 30 miles under battery power will
qualify for a 14% tax rate. There’s
a sliding scale between
these amounts and they
only apply to vehicles
that emit less than
50g/km of CO2.

Changing gear
The cost of driving a low-emission company car is set to rise, but
drivers will be better off within a few years, as new tax bands are
introduced and companies are urged to go greener. Mentor’s head of
employment law and HR consultancy, Nick Soret, explains the changes

“The most advantageous tax treatment
will be for all-electric vehicles, and
hybrids with a decent mileage range”
Will it work?

The impact on company car usage will be mixed. High-mileage
business users have traditionally had the most to gain from the
offer of a company car and they have continued to see the benefits
through the availability of hybrids to theoretically reduce their CO2
footprint and gain the most advantageous tax treatment. Under
the new rules, those cars will still be taxed advantageously
in 2020/21 (14%, down from 16% the previous year).
The most advantageous tax treatment will be
for all-electrics and hybrids with a decent
mileage range. Battery power will be the
challenge, along with the availability of
charging points – and also whether
battery and hybrid cars can be
reduced in price. These vehicles
remain expensive in comparison
with traditional petrol and
diesel cars and this is reflected
in leasing charges. This,
set against the beneficial
tax treatment, will weigh in
drivers’ calculations.
Company car users doing
lower annual mileage may find
taking the money and going
for a low-rate personal contract
plan (PCP) on a petrol or diesel
car works out cheaper for them.
Employers need to consider
how the current and future tax
rules may affect the choice of vehicles
they offer to employees and whether to
offer cash in lieu.

How to cope with the changes

Companies affected by these changes may be worried
about how staff will react if a company car scheme is
dropped. If you are considering stopping offering cars, it
may be worth contacting Mentor for advice. There may
be contractual issues to consider alongside any issues
with morale. On the other hand, if you are still keen on
car schemes, help is at hand via RBS’ asset finance team,
Lombard, which can arrange cost-effective fleet finance.
(Finance subject to status. Guarantees and indemnities
may be required.) Visit lombard.co.uk for more details.

Low-emission vehicles
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INDUSTRY VIEW
“Employees with a company car
face a perplexing few years as
company car tax rates accelerate
and incentives to choose lowemission cars unwind, before
a change of direction in the
2020/21 tax year. From
this point on, ultra-lowemission vehicles
will be encouraged
through tax breaks.
“What does this
mean to a driver of a
‘green’ car such as the
electric BMW i3 (above left)
with its zero emissions? During the
current 2016/17 tax year, the i3
will be taxed at a rate of 7%, but
this rises incrementally to 16% by
2019/20. However, in the following
tax year, its banding plummets
to 2%. It’s a tacit admission by
the government that they have
miscalculated. Nevertheless, for
all company car drivers the next
few years will mean an increasing
amount of tax will be due.
“Drivers wishing to minimise their
tax exposure should certainly
consider a ULEV-qualifying
car [one with CO2
emissions below 50g/
km] to take advantage
of future tax breaks.
Car manufacturers
are making such
vehicles more readily
available. Typical cars include
the VW Golf 1.4 TSI GTE DSG and
Mercedes-Benz C-Class C350e
PHEV Sport Auto saloon (left).”

Ralph Morton
Editorial director at
Business Car Manager

GOING GREEN
For advice on how to make your fleet
cleaner, call 0800 970 9814 Minicom 0800
634 7008 or visit rbsmentor.co.uk
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Box office hit

J

ust a stone’s throw away from Manchester
City’s Etihad Stadium, you can hear the roar
of the Blue Moon crowd on match days from
Chariot Office Supplies, a family-run business
that has served the Greater Manchester area
for almost four decades.
Founded in 1977 by Hedley Carter, Chariot
Office Supplies has grown from being in a
small rented office with a borrowed minivan
into a successful business that supplies
several major organisations, predominantly
in Greater Manchester.
“We learned about Mentor and its services
through our membership of national buying
and marketing group NEMO,” says managing
director Mike Carter, son of Hedley. “Mentor
was recommended as an organisation to
provide a robust answer to employment law
and human resources requirements, which
are essential in running an efficient, wellinformed business.

Regular health checks

Round-the-clock advice

“We’ve always found the advice
line operatives to be friendly,
helpful and well informed”

Photography: Dan Kenyon

The company is gearing up to celebrate
its 40th anniversary later this year and has
grown from strength to strength over the
last four decades, surviving both a decline
in the local area as well as a global recession.
“We have witnessed the decline and then
the resurgence of east Manchester, aided by
government investment through Manchester
City Council, resulting in the hugely successful
Commonwealth Games, leaving the legacy
of the world-renowned Sportcity,” explains
Carter. “East Manchester continues to thrive
with the growth of Manchester City Football
Club, new education facilities, housing, and
the introduction of the tram system.

Photography; Adam Gasson

Managing director Mike
Carter with his father
Hedley, founder of
Chariot Office Supplies
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ASK A MENTOR
For help with employeerelated issues, call the 24-hour
advice line on 0800 970 9814
Minicom 0800 634 7008 or
visit rbsmentor.co.uk

Family business Chariot Office Supplies is
about to celebrate its 40th anniversary. It’s
come a long way – with Mentor’s support

“The advice line offers round-the-clock,
seven-day access to support and we’ve always
found operatives to be friendly, helpful and
well informed. Any advice is followed up by
support emails detailing instructions as to
how to deliver the advice.”
Carter explains how the advice line helped
with a situation involving an employee: “We
had a driver who was repeatedly speeding.
He was caught on our tracker system and we
wanted to put disciplinary action in place
because it was a repeated offence,” he says.
“We spoke to Mentor, who guided us through
it and drafted a written warning. It’s the sort
of process that without Mentor, we certainly
wouldn’t have had the confidence that there’d
be no repercussions or tribunal action.”

Case study

“We have been helped through some
difficult trading periods by winning some
substantial tenders,” he continues. “This
process has been made possible by providing
a robust employment law and HR policy.
These qualities have also given us great
assistance in obtaining and maintaining ISO
9001 [quality management] and ISO 14001
[environmental management] certification.”

Carter credits the regular health-check visits
from Chariot’s designated employment
law and HR consultants with keeping them
up to date with ever-changing legislation,
and ensuring that they have the discipline
to maintain systems. The consultants also
provide answers to issues as and when they
arise, such as the writing of a specific contract
of employment.
“We provided Chariot with an apprentice
template contract, as well as help with
updating pension clauses – and a suite for
performance management documents,” says
Andrea Robinson, Chariot’s employment law
and HR consultant at Mentor.
From a health and safety perspective,
Mentor consultant Casey Barker pays tribute
to how the father-andson duo have embraced
Mentor and the work
she has carried out: “I
updated their action
plan to help prioritise
what they needed to do,
and sent over samples
of risk assessments
for areas relevant to
them such as office
and warehouse, along
with racking inspection
forms. And I also updated their current fire
risk assessment and started a risk assessment
for the delivery and installation of furniture,
which I asked them to continue with.”
Having all these systems in place allows
Carter and the team to focus on further
growing their business, something that
should ensure Chariot will be celebrating
more milestones in the decades to come.
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Raising
standards

“I found the
new standard
harder. We had
to think of it
from a complete
business
perspective”

Photography: Patch Dolan

Mentor’s Health & Safety
services guided JET Plant
Hire as it obtained the
new “gold standard” for
environmental management

stablished in 1989, JET Plant Hire is a family-run
business that operates an extensive fleet of planers
and ancillary equipment. The company, a leader in
its field, has been with Mentor since the turn of the decade
and subscribes to all three areas of support, getting advice
and assistance on a range of environmental, health and
safety and employment law and HR issues.
Earlier this year, the firm was the first Mentor customer
to achieve ISO 14001:2015, the new version of the
international standard for environmental management
systems. Tina Greenhill, safety and compliance manager
at JET Plant Hire, explains: “It’s become more prevalent to
have the standard when we do bids and tenders – indeed
it is often a requirement – so we decided to achieve it.
“I found it much harder than BS EN 18001. We had to
think of it from a complete business perspective, not just
health and safety, and that was a little hard to get my head
around. But once I grasped it, it flowed much more easily.
It had to be driven by management, and Sean [Witheford,
managing director] was on board from day one. It wasn’t
a case of me badgering him, but
rather the other way round.”
So, just how daunting was it
Aided by Mentor environmental
being the first Mentor customer
consultant Thomas Ridgley, JET
to undertake the process required
Plant Hire focused its attention on
to achieve the standard? “It was
completing its Stage 1 audit at the
absolutely fine,” enthuses Greenhill.
end of August 2016 and Stage 2 at the
“I got all the support I needed from
beginning of November. “Thomas
Thomas, and it was no problem at all
was very good with all the advice and
either for Sean or me.”
templates he went through with me,”
Mentor’s employment law and
says Greenhill. “Because we were
HR service has also been invaluable
one of the first to go through it, we
to the business, notably when JET
almost had to complete some of the
Plant Hire faced a staffing issue,
templates ourselves.”
and Mentor potentially helped the
company avoid an employment
tribunal. Greenhill says: “We’ve had a few staffing issues
such as orders not being carried out by the workforce
and Mentor has always advised us of the best approach to
take. There was one instance where we nearly suspended
a seemingly disobedient employee because we were
unaware of his personal circumstances, which would’ve
opened us up to further action. Listening to Mentor’s
advice helped us steer clear of a tribunal.
“Prior to being with Mentor, it was quite difficult to
keep up with legislation changes because there’s so
many of them. It can be a full-time role in itself. We’re
much more organised as a business now; our Mentor
consultants are filtering out the legislation that’s relevant
to us and we have many more procedures and processes
Tina Greenhill, JET
in place. As a result, the company is functioning in a
Plant Hire’s safety
much simpler way, which allows Sean to focus on other,
and compliance
more important, areas.”
manager

Case study
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MENTOR’S
PERSPECTIVE
Thomas Ridgley, senior
environmental consultant
“JET Plant Hire was the first
Mentor customer to achieve the
ISO 14001:2015 standard. I’d
rewritten our toolkit for the new
standard but this was the first
time we tested it with a real-life
customer. Tina was great, a real
driving force at JET Plant Hire.
You need someone like that
who can really advise, collate
and offer guidance; someone
firmly in the trenches who can
make it happen.
“The company sees real value
in obtaining the standard, rather
than viewing it as a necessary
evil, and it’s a complete topdown approach because Sean
and Tina are fully behind it.
“One other major aspect
was dealing with waste
transfer notes (WTNs), which
monitor where waste is coming
from and going to. A company
such as JET Plant Hire deals
with over a million tonnes of
road waste and, therefore,
a lot of WTNs. We’ve helped
deliver key training courses
to management and raised
awareness and understanding
on the matter, and Tina
has worked very hard to
keep on top of things and
police the situation.”

STANDARD PRACTICE
Need help achieving this
certification? Call Mentor
on 0800 970 9814 Minicom
0800 634 7008 or visit
rbsmentor.co.uk
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Get with the
programme

USER EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
Users play a critical role in security, and it’s important
that the security rules and the technology provided enable
them to do their job and keep the organisation secure.
This can be supported by systematic delivery of awareness
and training programmes, delivering security expertise and
helping to create a security-conscious culture.

The National Cyber Security
Centre launched last autumn.
Part of its remit is to promote the
government’s 10-step programme
for better digital security

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
All organisations experience security incidents at some
point. Investment in effective incident management policies
and processes helps to improve resilience, support business
continuity, improve confidence and potentially reduce impact
of these events. It helps to identify recognised sources of
specialist incident management expertise.

☠
RISK-MANAGEMENT REGIME
Companies should embed “an appropriate riskmanagement regime”, supported by all senior staff. Clearly
communicate the approach to risk management with the
development of policies and practices. These should ensure
employees, contractors and suppliers are all aware of the
approach, how decisions are made and any boundaries.



SECURE CONFIGURATION
Identifying processes for the consistent configuration
of hardware and software can improve security. Develop
a strategy to remove or disable unnecessary functionality
and to quickly fix any known vulnerabilities. Failure to do so
might result in an increased risk of compromise.



NETWORK SECURITY
Connections from your network to the internet and
any partner networks expose you to attack. Implementing
simple policies can reduce the chances of an attack
succeeding or causing harm to your organisation. Most
networks span many sites and include mobile and remote
working as well as any cloud services. This makes defining a
network boundary difficult. Rather than focusing on physical
connections, think about where data is stored and processed
and where an attacker might be able to interfere with it.



MANAGING USER PRIVILEGES
If any users are provided with unnecessary system
privileges and can access too much data, the impact of
misuse or compromise of those accounts will be more severe
than it needs to be. Users should have a reasonable (but
minimal) level of privileges and rights for their role and the
granting of elevated privileges should be carefully managed.



KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
Mentor can provide help with staff training. Find out
more on 0800 970 9814 Minicom 0800 634 7008 or
visit rbsmentor.co.uk

MALWARE PREVENTION
Malicious software (malware) is an umbrella term
covering code or content
that could have an
undesirable impact on
systems. Any exchange
of information carries
a degree of risk that
malware might also be
exchanged. Developing
and implementing
appropriate antimalware policies as part
of an overall “defence
in depth” approach can
reduce the risk of attack.

“Connections
from your
network to the
internet and any
partner networks
expose you
to attack”

MONITORING
System monitoring provides a capability that aims to
detect actual or attempted attacks on systems and business
services. Good monitoring helps in effectively responding
to attacks and allows you to ensure that systems are used
appropriately in accordance with organisational policies.
Monitoring is often a key capability to comply with legal or
regulatory requirements.





REMOVABLE MEDIA CONTROLS
Removable media (such as USB sticks) are a common
route for the introduction of malware and the accidental or
deliberate export of sensitive data. You should have a clear
policy for the use of removable media and apply appropriate
security controls on their use where it is deemed necessary.
HOME AND MOBILE WORKING
Mobile working and remote system access expose
new risks that need to be managed. You should establish
risk-based policies and procedures to support mobile
working and remote access that are applicable to all users
and service providers. Users also need to be trained on the
secure use of mobile devices in different environments.



rbsmentor.co.uk

Six reasons to visit MentorLive
We’ve improved MentorLive to make it easier, simpler and
more helpful. Here, we list six of the best new features:
THE EMPLOYEE DATABASE
Adding employees is simpler, with
less mandatory information
A new drag-and-drop feature makes
setting up an organisational
structure easier

EMPLOYMENT LAW & HR AND
HEALTH & SAFETY GUIDES
Finding the information you need is simpler
than ever
Key step-by-step information and
supporting documents

HEALTH & SAFETY RISK

HOW IT LOOKS

ASSESSMENT TOOL

The system has recently been redesigned

Completing risk assessments is

and modernised, making it easier to navigate

faster and easier than ever

and more intuitive to use

Helpful templates are related to
your business sector

MORE IMPROVEMENTS
ARE COMING

PERMISSIONS
Greater control over what your

We’ll be releasing further updates and
new features in the months ahead,

employees can see and what

including holiday and absence management,

is protected

accident recording and MentorLearn
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all reasonable steps to
ensure the accuracy
and completeness
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direct, indirect, special,
consequential or otherwise)
arising out of errors or
omissions contained in
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Always contact the
Mentor telephone
advice service on
0800 970 9814 before
dealing with any
employment law and
HR, health and safety,
environmental and/or
tax issues.
Please note that
although experienced
HR professionals staff
the Employment Law
& HR Telephone Advice
Service, they do not hold
themselves out as solicitors
or barristers. RBS Mentor
is a trading name of the
Royal Bank of Scotland plc.
Registered in Scotland No
90312. Registered office:
36 St Andrew Square,
Edinburgh, EH2 2YB. Calls
may be recorded.

Customers with
hearing and speech
impairments can
contact us via
minicom number
0800 634 7008.

To learn more about MentorLive visit
rbsmentor.co.uk/login

Want to know more?
0800 970 9814
Minicom 0800 634 7008
info@mentor.uk.com
rbsmentor.co.uk

There is a charge for Mentor’s services.
RBS Mentor is a trading name of The Royal Bank of Scotland plc.
Registered in Scotland No. 90312. Registered office, 36 St Andrew Square,
Edinburgh, EH2 2YB. The Royal Bank of Scotland plc is authorised by the
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.

